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1. Intro

Several challenges…not only regulation
 Changing world: Regulation: many countries have national airlines
that the government owns and operates such as CSA). Fully private
airlines are subject to a great deal of government regulation for
economic, political, and safety concerns). – certain deregulation
e.g. open-sky agmts
 Airtravel commodity rather that luxury items (spin-off through
business aviation) , new business alternative to airline business trip
such as videoconferencing or rapid train development of new
budget operators (LCCs) generating new demand and absorbing
part of old demand vs.full-service network operators
 New airline business model: web-based, self-check-in (on-line or
mobile or kiosk), dynamic tariffs with O&D and relevant revenue
management (computerized yield management) versus inherited
labor contracts + network of branch offices in traditional airlines –
„legacy carriers“
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1. Intro

Several challenges…global regulation
-The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), a specialized agency of the
United Nations, codifies the principles and techniques of international air
navigation and fosters the planning and development of international air transport
to ensure safe and orderly growth. Its headquarters are located in Montreal,
Quebec, Canada. The ICAO Council adopts standards and recommended practices
concerning air navigation, its infrastructure, Flight inspection, prevention of
unlawful interference, and facilitation of border-crossing procedures for
international civil aviation. In addition, the ICAO defines the protocols for air
accident investigation followed by transport safety authorities in countries
signatory to the Convention on International Civil Aviation, commonly known as
the Chicago Convention.
The ICAO should not be confused with the International Air Transport Association
(IATA), a trade organization for airlines also headquartered in Montreal, or with
the Civil Air Navigation Services Organisation (CANSO), an organization for Air
Navigation Service Providers (ANSP's) with its headquarters at Amsterdam
Airport Schiphol in the Netherlands.
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1. Intro

Several challenges…global regulation
-The International Air Transport Association (IATA) is an international industry trade group of airlines
headquartered in Montreal, Canada, where the International Civil Aviation Organization is also
headquartered.
IATA's mission is to represent, lead, and serve the airline industry. IATA represents some 230 airlines
comprising 93% of scheduled international air traffic. Currently, IATA is present in over 150 countries
covered through 101 offices around the globe.
The IATA Head Office are located in Montreal since 1977 (having been located at Central Station
(Montreal) since its founding) and the executive offices are at the Geneva Airport in Switzerland.

- Airtravel SITA is the world's leading specialist in air transport communications and IT solutions

SITA delivers and manages business solutions for airline, airport, GDS, government and other customers
over the world's most extensive network, which forms the communications backbone of the global air
transport industry. Created and owned by the air transport community, SITA is the community's
dedicated partner for information and communications technology.
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1. Intro

Several challenges…not only regulation
Essential Air Service (EAS) is a U.S. government program enacted to guarantee that
small communities in the United States, which, prior to deregulation, were served
by certificated airlines, maintained commercial service. Its aim is to maintain a
minimal level of scheduled air service to these communities that otherwise would
not be profitable. This came in response to the Airline Deregulation Act, passed in
1978, which gave U.S. airlines almost total freedom to determine which markets to
serve domestically and what fares to charge for that service.[1]
The United States Department of Transportation (DOT) subsidizes airlines to serve rural
communities across the country that otherwise would not receive any scheduled air service.[1]
As of June 1, 2009, 152 communities are being served with a subsidy, of which 45 are from
Alaska, whose guidelines for service are separate and distinct from the rest of the country.
The decision as to what degree of subsidized service a community requires is made based
on identifying a specific hub for the community and from there determining the number of
trips, seats, and type of aircraft that are necessary to reach that hub.[1]
Controversy
Critics point out that some subsidized airports are less than an hour's drive from an unsubsidized airport, and question the
economic efficiency of the service.[2] According to a 2006 New York Times article on the program the subsidy per passenger,
averaged across the entire program excluding Alaska, is approximately $74, and much higher on some particularly poorlypatronized flights.[3] Patronage on many flights is very low. However, the program is politically popular in the cities receiving
the subsidized flights, and Congressional panels expect the funding for the program to increase slightly to $114 million in
2007. However, the George W. Bush White House sought to reduce the cost of the program to $50 million by stricter
eligibility criteria and requiring the local governments of the areas served to contribute to the cost.
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2. Theoretical background of Aviation industry regulation

Air transport is one of the most regulated businesses

 Basic reasons for government regulation

1) Safety
2) Economic
3) Strategic/Developmental
4) Military
5) Security
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2. Theoretical background of regulation

Aviation regulation cover many areas…
 Scope of regulation
1) Safety Regulation (Licensing of Personnel, Certification
of Aircraft/Equipment, Aerodrome Certification etc.)

2) Economic Regulation (Route Licensing, Capacity
Regulation, Price Regulation, Charter Regulation etc.)

3) Regulation of Domestic Air Transport (RLP)
4) Regulation of International Air Transport
5) Security Regulation (Governments, Operators, Airports,
Bilateral agreements etc.)
...stepwise liberalization...open sky and freedoms...
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2. Theoretical background of regulation

Example – regulation in the EU (EASA)
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Globální (?) ekonomická krize urychlila kreativní destrukci procesů
Čtvrtletní pokles růstu průmyslu a ZO
(MMF 10/2012)

Možné zpomalení HDP Eurozony oproti
světu (MMF 1/2012)

Ekonomická krize otřásla
ekonomickou pozicí
vyspělých států a vyhlídky
jsou nevalné.
Naopak státy rozvojové
nebyly zasaženy krizí tak
výrazně a přes další
zpomalení právě ony hrají
hlavní roli při oživení
světové ekonomiky, jejich
podíl roste.

ECB pohledávky vůči Sp a I bankám
rostou

Nevalné vyhlídky eurozóny (MMF
10/2012)

Největší rizika jsou
spatřována v budoucím
vývoji států eurozóny
zejména periférních.
Hospodářský růst
rozvojových zemí stupňuje
globální soutěž mezi
exportéry, což znovu
vyhrocuje zpomalující
export.
Zdroj: EEIP, OECD, IMF, ICC, IFO
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…Ale pár vyjímek: IFO business development indexy pro sousední
konkurenceschopné Německo se po předchozím šestiměsíčním
poklesu stabilizují či zlepšují, ale očekávání stále horší (listopad 2012)

Source: IFO (2012): IFO Business Survey, November 2012
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry
Correlation between growth in air traffic and world GDP (1970-2010E)

Source: CA Cheuvreux 2010)
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry

Oil prices have continued to rise…

Source: SG Cross Asset Research (2010)
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry

Volatile exchange rates (not only) in CEE

Source: WIIW (2010)
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry/Aerospace & Defence
repetition of few obvious facts… (Wikipedia) 1/2
Well-known analysis of the 1992–1996 period by Spinetta, 2000,
quoted in Doganis, 2002) That shows that every player in the air
transport chain is far more profitable than the airlines, who collect and
pass through fees and revenues to them from ticket sales. While airlines
as a whole earned 6% return on capital employed (2-3.5% less than the
cost of capital), airports earned 10%, catering companies 10-13%,
handling companies 11-14%, aircraft lessors 15%, aircraft manufacturers
16%, and global distribution companies more than 30%.
Full-service airlines have a high level of fixed and operating costs in
order to establish and maintain air services: labor, fuel, airplanes,
engines, spares and parts, IT services and networks, airport equipment,
airport handling services, sales distribution, catering, training, aviation
insurance and other costs. Thus all but a small percentage of the income
from ticket sales is paid out to a wide variety of external providers or
internal cost centers.
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry/Aerospace & Defence
repetition of few obvious facts… (Wikipedia) 2/2
Historically, air travel has survived largely through state support,
whether in the form of equity or subsidies. The airline industry as a
whole has made a cumulative loss during its 100-year history, once the
costs include subsidies for aircraft development and airport construction.
One argument is that positive externalities, such as higher growth due to
global mobility, outweigh the microeconomic losses and justify
continuing government intervention.
 A historically high level of government intervention in the airline
industry can be seen as part of a wider political consensus on strategic
forms of transport, such as highways and railways, both of which receive
public funding in most parts of the world. Profitability is likely to improve
in the future as privatization continues and more competitive low-cost
carriers proliferate.
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry/Aerospace & Defence
… Star Alliance support according Emirates report
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry/Aerospace & Defence

..decreasing large commercial aircraft net orders since 2007

….2009, 2010, 2011 orders mostly from
Arabic or Asian airlines
Source: FITCH (February 2010)
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry/Aerospace & Defence

..increasing large commercial aircraft net orders since 2009

….2009, 2010, 2011 orders mostly from Arabic or
Asian airlines
Boeing on November 12, 2011 won its single largest
ever commercial aircraft order when Emirates, the
fast-growing Gulf carrier, announced it would buy at
least 50 twin-aisle passenger airplanes from the
US manufacturer.
The order for 50 Boeing 777 long-haul aircraft is
worth $18bn at list prices, a record contract by
value for the US company.
FT November 13, 2011
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry/Aerospace & Defence

..increasing large commercial aircraft net orders since 2009

….2009, 2010, 2011 orders mostly from Arabic or
Asian airlines
.

Source: Oxford economics 20011
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry

..and falling international traffic and cargo

Source: FITCH (February 2010)
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry

..and increasing jet fuel price since 2007 even for Emirates
…increasing jet fuel price since early 2007 even for Emirates

Source: Emirates 2012
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry

..and different costs efficiency according to Emirates
…lower labor cost for Emirates

Source: Emirates Report and Oxford Economics 2011
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry

..and different revenues vs. oper.costs per AvSeatKilometre

Source: Oxford Economics June 2011
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry/Airlines

.. Operating cash flows still under pressure

Source: IATA (2009)
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry/Airlines

Travel back with consumer confidence

Source: IATA (2009)
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry/Airlines
The rise of LCC/seat capacity to/from EU (March YoY)

Source: Official Airline Guide, Deutsche Bank Research (2010)
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry/Airlines

TOP-10 global airlines by international trafficpsg (2008)

Source: IATA, VTB Capital Research (2010)
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry/Airlines

World airlines turnover dynamics by region in 2007-09F

Source: IATA, VTB Capital Research (2010)
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry/Airlines

World airlines financial losses in 2009F

Source: IATA, VTB Capital Research (2010)
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry/Airlines

TOP-10 global airlines by international traffic (2012)
Emirates Airline, the world's largest carrier by international traffic, on November 12 ,2012 said
it sees no letup in its growth prospects, even as its European rivals contract, after the Dubaibased carrier more than doubled first-half net profit. In contrast with European national carriers,
scrambling to cut costs to shore up if not restore profits at their short-haul operations, Emirates
reported net profit of $462.9 million in the six months to Sept. 30, 2012.
Emirates said it took delivery of 13 wide-body aircraft in the first six months of the financial
year, including two A380s and 10 Boeing 777 continuing its assault on lucrative long-haul AsiaEurope market. Emirates is the largest customer for the Airbus A380 superjumbo and the widebody Boeing 777 (planned up-to 175, 15 new per quarter). Emirates' aircraft deliveries in the
first six months reflected the success of its long-haul strategy: pulling passengers into the
Dubai hub from lesser-known destinations using 777s and flying them on to key routes on
larger A380s. The airline's first-half load factor—a measure of how full its flights are—was
79.7%, up from 79.3% a year earlier. 68 th diversified employess…
Emirates' fortunes contrast with those of its European rivals, hit hard by high fuel prices,
continued competition from discount airlines on short-haul routes, and an economic crisis that
has reduced demand for business travel. International Consolidated Airlines Group,the
owner of British Airways, last week took an ax to its loss-making Iberia subsidiary, with plans to
cut 4,500 jobs, downsize its fleet by 25 aircraft and reduce capacity by 15%, as it reported a
24% drop in profit.
And Scandinavian airline SAS which hasn't made a profit since 2007, announced a plan to
save about $445 million in costs and cut around 800 jobs.
Source: Financial Times 13.11.2012
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3. Current problems of the aviation industry/Airlines

Passenger flows growth forecast (CAGR 2009-2028)

Source:Airbus, VTB Capital Research (2010)
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4. Risk management /case studies

Case study – FITCH´s rating of airports (5 key criteria)

1) socio-economic and demographic fundamentals of the
surrounding region and the exposure, if any, to competing
alternatives that drive the breadth and diversity of service
provided by airlines at the airport;
2) terms of the contractual or regulatory framework between
the airport and air carriers that establish the cost structure
and degree to which the cost base is covered by these
agreements;
3) debt structure and composition, additional leverage tests,
and distribution limits;.
4) relevant debt service, financial, and operating metrics on a
historical and projected basis with sensitivities; and
5) planning, management, and funding (including future
leverage) of infrastructure development/renewal.
Source: FITCH (2010)
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4. Risk management /case studies
Survey of airports, home and all carriers, lead alliance

Source: Emirates 2012
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4. Risk management /case studies

Global Rating Rationale for Airports (FITCH)

Source: FITCH (2010)
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4. Risk management /case studies

Volume Risk

Source: FITCH (2010)
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4. Risk management /case studies

Price Risk

Source: FITCH (2010)
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4. Risk management /case studies

Obsolescence/Economic Life/Remediation

Source: FITCH (2010)
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4. Risk management /case studies

Debt Characteristics and Terms

Source: FITCH (2010)
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4. Risk management /case studies

Summary of risk management lessons from Aviation (1/4)

Source: BCG (2010), OEM = original equipment manufacturer
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4. Risk management /case studies

Summary of risk management lessons from Aviation (2/4)

Source: BCG (2010)
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4. Risk management /case studies

Summary of risk management lessons from Aviation (3/4)

Source: BCG (2010)
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4. Risk management /case studies

Summary of risk management lessons from Aviation (4/4)

Source: BCG (2010)
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4. Risk management /case studies

Short-lived effect on airlines stock prices after 9/11 and SARS

 Shot-lived effects after 9/11 and SARS events
 After 9/11 European airlines share prices recovered after 2 months
 After SARS Asian airlines fell by more than 20% before fully
recovering within six months
Source: Davy Research (2010)
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4. Risk management /case studies

Potential impact of the volcanic ash disruption on some airlines

 IATA estimated $400m per day in 17-19 April 2010
 The low-cost carriers should be least affected
 CSA directly lost EUR 6 million , delayed or cancelled future
booking ?

Source: Davy Research (2010)
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5. Restructuring opportunities/Český aeroholding

Cyclicity of the airline industry

 IATA forecasted USD 9.4bn industry loss in 2009 and USD 2.8 bn in 2010

Source: CA Cheuvreux (2010)
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5. Restructuring opportunities/Český aeroholding

The 2010 X-factor by CA Cheuvreux
 macro leverage:
airlines’ ability to
leverage their top lines
and profitability by
benefiting from an
improvement in
economic prospects,
leading to a recovery in

traffic
 cost leadership:
airlines’ ability to
preserve and improve
their profitability by
adapting their cost
bases, mainly by
optimising the capacity
offered and reducing
their unit costs
Source: CA Cheuvreux (2010)
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5. Restructuring opportunities/Český aeroholding

Airlines' positioning within the 2010 X-factor

Source: CA Cheuvreux (2010)
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5. Restructuring opportunities/Český aeroholding

Importance of premium seats

Source: CA Cheuvreux (2010)
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5. Restructuring opportunities/Český aeroholding

Legacy carriers – adjusting labor agreements
 Set of strikes – Alitalia (3 restructuring plans), Lufthansa, BA
 Very restrictive labor agreements supporting increased safety &
entitlements shared by international association such as ALPA
 What are airline standards vs. National vs.international standards
(max working – bloc hours, per week, per month per year,
regeneration required
 What type of benefits the company can afford and what is
necessary to retain staff quality
 Company split into subsidiaries and transfer of benefits from
parents
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5. Restructuring opportunities/Český aeroholding

Airline new model
 Web-based communication and sales
 Deep change in passengers ground handling : self-check-in
(on-line or mobile or kiosk), dropp-off , the first contact with
the airline at the gate (gate agent responsibilities - comfort
and Schengen space requirements
 dynamic tariffs with O&D and relevant revenue management
(computerized yield management)
 Future of sales channels such as branch network
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5. Restructuring opportunities/Český aeroholding

Aicraft production
 There are still new business opportunities even in the Czech
Republic that has been well known for its aicraft production
 small props and turboprops up to 18 seats
 light fighter, helicopters body,
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5. Restructuring opportunities/Český aeroholding

Case study - Czech aeroholding and its CG
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CZECH AEROHOLDING and restructuring based upon unbundling

5
8
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CZECH AEROHOLDING and unbundled subsidiaries CG

Ministry of Finance
Czech Aeroholding (4 650)
Equity: EUR 1,2 bilion 100%
Turnover: EUR 0,7 bilion
Prague Airport
(1 740)

100%

54%

Czech Airlines
(1 010)

Korean Air

44%
2%

Czech Airlines
Technics
(710)

Holidays Czech
Airlines
(70)

5
9

100%

100%

100%

100%

Czech Airlines
Handling
(630)

Czech Insurance
company

CSA
Services
(110)
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6. Conclusion

 Regulation =
a big challenge
also for CG

 …but importance
of new business
models
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